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• Is it possible to preview acute HF? 

 

• How is it possible to preview acute HF? 

 

• Is it possible to prevent acute HF? 



Hospitalization ER 

visit  Urgent Care 

Worsening 

Symptoms or 

Weight 

Change 

Euvolemia 

Stable NYHA 

Class 

Filling Pressures 

Increase 

Sympathetic Activation  

Stable NYHA Class 

Change in Impedance 

Days > 30 -21 to -7 -6 to -2 0 to 5  

Pulmonary congestion is difficult to recognize in its early stages of 
development because of the late appearance of symptoms before 
hospitalization. 

Acute HF event prevention 

Proactive phase Reactive phase 

B. Adamson, 2006 Supp Card. Medicine 



Evolution of RM Technology 



TRUST trial: event early detection 

Varma N et. al. Efficacy and Safety of Automatic Remote Monitoring for Implantable 
Cardioverter-Defibrillator Follow-Up: The Lumos-T Safely Reduces Routine Office Device 
Follow-Up (TRUST) Trial. Circulation. 2010;122(4):325-32  



Mean Heart Rate 1.8% increased risk of wHF per 1 
bpm increase of mean heart rate 

Atrial Arrhythmias Well assessed predictor of wHF  

PVC frequency Associated with 5.5-fold increased 
risk of cardiovascular death  

Exercise and daily activity Inability to maximal exercise for at 
least 4 minutes predicts death 
and wHF 

Heart Rate variability HRV reduction is associated with wHF 

Thoracic Impedance 60% PPV  (wHF) 

HF Longitudinal Indicators 

Ventricular Pacing Percentage 
As high as possible in CRT as low  
as possible in single / dual chamber ICD 





 Patient management was left to the habits of each individual center: this 
is a potential picture of real clinical practice … 
 

 The remote monitoring system used worked with the automatic alert 
transmissions and with the periodic programmed transmissions. 
 

 Automatic alerts for HF monitoring were programmed only for AF and 
thoracic impedance, with no activation for several other parameters 
(HRV, nocturnal HR, patient activity, …): only a real multiparametric 
approach is potentially effective in a complex situation as HF! 
 

 In MORE-CARE, despite a flow chart for managing specific alerts, the final 
choise was left to the habits of each individual centre: probably if we 
want to use remote monitoring for HF patient management, we should 
change our traditional approach …   

MORE-CARE trial, strengths and weaknesses 



IN-TIME Trial: all-cause mortality 

10 deaths (3.4%) 

27 deaths (8.7%) 

all-cause Mortality  

after 12 months 

Randomized Trial of RM vs standard follow-up in 664 patients with HF and LVEF 

< 35% CRT-D 58%; ICD 42%; 1 year follow-up 

 

Gerhard Hindricks, et al Lancet 2014; 384: 583–90 
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IN-TIME organizational model 



 The system used worked with daily transmissions both for clinical alerts 
and for usual transmissions. 
 

 Automatic alerts for HF monitoring were programmed for more clinical 
parameters (ventricular and atrial arrhythmias, patient activity, CRT %, 
electrical parameters, gap in data transmission of > 3 days). 
 

 In IN-TIME, the alerts were controlled both by the monitoring center and 
by each center partecipating in the trial, with a double control. 
 

 Patients had periodic interview with a common protocol: this interview  
occasionally revealed symptomatic worsening or noncompliance to 
drugs, and raised patients’ awareness of relevant development and 
encouraged them to take responsibility for their own health. 
 

 Difficulty in inserting this model into everyday clinical practice. 

IN-TIME trial, strengths and weaknesses 







 The Heart Logic alert was studied only in patients with CRT-Ds. 
 

 The clinical diagnostics used are different from those usually used in 
other studies and in actual clinical practice: the results of MultiSENSE 
Study aren’t usable in patients with other devices, most … 
 

 The Heart Logic alert gives us a score potentially usable in everyday 
clinical practice. 

 

MultiSENSE Study, strengths and weaknesses 



Heart Rhythm. 2015;12:e69-e100  



«Any sufficiently advanced tecnology is 
indistinguishable from magic …» 

 
Arthur Bloch (Murphy’s law) 



• Is it possible to preview acute HF? 

Probably YES 

• How is it possible to preview acute HF? 

With an integrated organization, which 
combines the patient’s clinical knowledge 
and the technology availability with the 
possibility of a dedicated organization 

• Is it possible to prevent acute HF? 

Probably NO: we should give up looking for 
the «magic number» … 

Conclusions 


